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Recent observations have indicated that a large fraction of the low- to intermediate-luminosity
AGN population lives in disc-dominated hosts, while the more luminous quasars live in bulgedominated hosts (that may or may not be major merger remnants), in conflict with some
previous model predictions. We therefore build and compare a semi-empirical model for
AGN fuelling which accounts for both merger and non-merger ‘triggering’. In particular, we
show that the ‘stochastic accretion’ model – in which fuelling in disc galaxies is essentially
a random process arising whenever dense gas clouds reach the nucleus – provides a good
match to the present observations at low/intermediate luminosities. However, it falls short of
the high-luminosity population. We combine this with models for major merger-induced AGN
fueling, which lead to rarer but more luminous events, and predict the resulting abundance
of disc-dominated and bulge-dominated AGN host galaxies as a function of luminosity and
redshift. We compile and compare observational constraints from z ∼ 0 to 2. The models
and observations generically show a transition from disc to bulge dominance in hosts near
the Seyfert-quasar transition, at all redshifts. ‘Stochastic’ fuelling dominates AGN by number
(dominant at low luminosity), and dominates black hole (BH) growth below the ‘knee’ in the
present-day BH mass function (107 M ). However, it accounts for just ∼10 per cent of BH
mass growth at masses 108 M . In total, fuelling in discy hosts accounts for ∼30 per cent
of the total AGN luminosity density/BH mass density. The combined model also accurately
predicts the AGN luminosity function and clustering/bias as a function of luminosity and
redshift; however, we argue that these are not sensitive probes of BH fuelling mechanisms.
Key words: galaxies: active – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – cosmology: theory.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
The existence of tight correlations between black hole (BH) mass
and properties of the host galaxy spheroid, including spheroid
mass/luminosity (Kormendy & Richstone 1995; Magorrian et al.
1998; Kormendy, Bender & Cornell 2011), velocity dispersion
(Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt et al. 2000), and binding
energy/potential depth (Aller & Richstone 2007; Hopkins et al.
2007d; Feoli et al. 2011) have fundamental implications for the
growth of BHs and – given the Soltan (1982) argument which implies that most BH mass was assembled in luminous quasar phases
(e.g. Salucci et al. 1999; Yu & Tremaine 2002; Hopkins, Richards
& Hernquist 2007a; Shankar, Weinberg & Miralda-Escudé 2009) –
corresponding active galactic nucleus (AGN) activity.
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Fuelling the most luminous quasars at a level required to grow
the BH significantly involves channelling an entire typical galaxy’s
supply of gas (109 –1010 M ) into the central few pc, probably
requiring ∼1011 M worth of gas in the central ∼100 pc, on a
time-scale comparable to the galaxy dynamical time. Thus, it is
commonly assumed that this necessitates an extreme violent galaxywide perturbation such as a major galaxy merger. And indeed, gasrich galaxy mergers are observed to fuel at least a substantial fraction
of bright quasars (see e.g. Guyon, Sanders & Stockton 2006; Dasyra
et al. 2007; Bennert et al. 2008; Silverman et al. 2008; Liu et al.
2009; Veilleux et al. 2009; Letawe, Letawe & Magain 2010; Koss
et al. 2010, 2012, and references therein). Such encounters also
convert discs into spheroids and further grow the bulge via centrally
concentrated gas inflows in a merger-induced starburst (Mihos &
Hernquist 1994; Hibbard & Yun 1999; Cox et al. 2006; Naab, Jesseit
& Burkert 2006; Robertson et al. 2006a; Hopkins, Cox & Hernquist
2008c; Hopkins et al. 2008a, 2009a,b). As argued in Hopkins et al.
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BH fuelling, namely the (resulting) distribution of dense gas and its
velocity dispersions in the central regions of the galaxy. Individual
‘episodes’, corresponding to the gravitational capture of dense gas
(e.g. molecular clouds) by the BH directly, occur stochastically but
with calculable statistical properties. Coupled to a simple model
for AGN feedback, the total duty cycle of AGN as a function of
luminosity from these ‘non-major merger’ fuelling modes can be
estimated. Paper I argued that this can predict accurately many observed properties of z ≈ 0 Seyferts, including their host galaxies,
LFs, and duty cycles.
One consequence of such models is the idea (discussed in detail
in Hopkins & Hernquist 2009a; Draper & Ballantyne 2012; Santini
et al. 2012; Treister et al. 2012) that there is some characteristic
host bulge/BH mass (and corresponding quasar luminosity) below
which these more ubiquitous mechanisms dominate AGN fuelling
(being more common and requiring less bulge growth to deepen
the central potential in this mass regime). Above this division, less
violent mechanisms are simply inefficient (they may still happen,
but they do not sufficiently raise the bulge mass, so BHs quickly
self-regulate and do not experience any significant lifetime of highEddington ratio growth) and the population requires more extreme
mechanisms such as major mergers to build the most massive bulges
and (corresponding) BHs.
Coupling these models to empirical estimates of the evolution
of galaxy mass functions (MF), gas fractions, and other quantities,
Paper I attempted to extend the model predictions to high redshifts.
The predicted LF from that paper at z = 2 is shown in Fig. 1. Qualitatively, we see the transition discussed above, with the stochastic
mode dominant at low luminosities.
But the recent observations discussed above find that discdominated hosts (i.e. candidates for the ‘stochastic’ mode, as opposed to post-major merger systems which may not, on average,

Figure 1. Original predicted z = 2 LF for ‘stochastically’ fuelled AGN
from the models of Paper I, compared to the observed LF at the same
redshift fit in Ueda et al. (2003). ‘Stochastic fuelling’ refers to any nonmajor merger triggered accretion of cold gas by AGN (typically in gas-rich
disc-dominated galaxies, as opposed to fuelling associated with a major
merger and substantial bulge growth). The Paper I model predicted ‘nonmajor merger’ fuelling dominated below luminosities Lbol ≈ 4 × 1010 L
(MB  −19). However, Kocevski et al. (2012) and others (see Section 1)
find disc-dominated hosts dominate the population up to at least a factor
∼10 higher-Lbol (close to the ‘knee’ in the LF).
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(2007c), Hopkins & Hernquist (2009a), and Snyder, Hopkins &
Hernquist (2011a), this deepens the central potential, so a merger
both directly strips gas of angular momentum (providing a BH fuel
source) and also increases the binding energy of that material (and
bulge mass/velocity dispersion), meaning the BH will grow larger
even if strong feedback ‘resists’ inflows, before ‘catching up’ to the
BH–host relations and self-regulating.
Unfortunately, uniquely identifying observational signatures of
ongoing mergers in AGN is incredibly difficult and has been controversial for decades. This is because tidal features are extremely
faint and further suppressed by surface-brightness dimming (meaning even the most ‘obvious’ mergers are very easily classified as
relaxed galaxies; see e.g. Lotz et al. 2008; Younger et al. 2009a;
Puech et al. 2012; Snyder et al. 2013), mergers are rare so control
samples and good statistics are difficult, and the models themselves
(almost without exception) predict that the gas inflow rates into the
nucleus and subsequent AGN duty cycle peak in the post-merger
phases where the galaxy can easily look like a ‘relaxed’ bulge down
to optical surface brightnesses μ  30 mag arcsec−2 (see Di Matteo,
Springel & Hernquist 2005; Li et al. 2008; Johansson, Burkert &
Naab 2009; Hopkins & Quataert 2010; Hopkins 2011; Snyder et al.
2011b; Hopkins et al. 2012).
Nevertheless, recent observations of AGN host morphologies and
colours have suggested that major mergers probably do not fuel most
low- and intermediate-luminosity AGN, as a large fraction appear in
‘normal’ discs (Gabor et al. 2009; Cisternas et al. 2011; Schawinski
et al. 2011; Civano et al. 2012; Kocevski et al. 2012; Mullaney et al.
2012; Santini et al. 2012; Treister et al. 2012; Rosario et al. 2013).
This should perhaps not be surprising. Unlike a bright quasar, fuelling a Seyfert (bolometric L < 1012 L or 4 × 1045 erg s−1 ) for
a typical ∼107 yr episode (see Martini 2004) requires a gas supply
within the range of just a single or a few giant molecular clouds.
There are many alternative mechanisms that could sufficiently disturb the gas in the central regions of the galaxy to as to produce such
an event. These include minor mergers (Hernquist & Mihos 1995;
Woods, Geller & Barton 2006; Woods & Geller 2007; Younger
et al. 2008), secular angular momentum loss in bar/spiral arms
(for a review, see Jogee 2006) or Toomre-unstable ‘clumpy’ discs
(Bournaud et al. 2011), steady-state accretion of diffuse (lowdensity) hot gas (see Allen et al. 2006; Best et al. 2007, and references therein), or multibody interactions with nearby star clusters
or other clouds (e.g. Genzel, Hollenbach & Townes 1994). All of
these processes do occur in galaxies, and should at least indirectly
contribute to AGN fuelling in so far as they help remove angular
momentum from dense gas.
Many models for the rates and luminosity functions (LFs) of
these processes have been proposed (see references above); however, as far as the central BH is concerned, they are all degenerate in
the sense that none directly interacts with the BH. They instead all
serve to drive gas into the galactic nucleus, whereupon some other
mechanisms (including torus-scale gas+stellar disc processes and
the ‘traditional’ AGN accretion disc) must reduce the angular momentum of the gas by an additional six orders of magnitude before
it can be accreted. This complicates any model for galactic-scale
‘fuelling’ considerably, as it is difficult to imagine any surviving
one-to-one correlation between the current BH activity and the
galactic state.
Therefore, Hopkins & Hernquist (2006, hereafter Paper I) attempted to synthesize these processes into a general ‘stochastic
accretion’ model; rather than modelling every galaxy-scale event
in a fully a priori manner (which involves large uncertainties), it
is sufficient to know empirically their important effect for ultimate
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2 THE MODELS
The model we will present here supposes two independent AGN
fuelling populations. A ‘major merger-induced’ population, and a
‘stochastic’ population (which essentially includes all non-major
merger-induced events). We will make the same consistent assumptions about the background population and AGN behaviour
parametrization in fuelling events in both cases, but treat the total
AGN LF as simply the sum of the predicted duty cycles from both
subpopulations.
2.1 Merger-induced fuelling
The major merger-induced quasar fuelling model here is taken directly from a series of papers: Hopkins et al. (2009c, 2010a,b,c),
and Younger & Hopkins (2011). We use the most recent update to
the model, presented in Hopkins et al. (2010a, hereafter Paper II).
There are three basic components of the model, for which all details
are given in Paper II. Since we are only taking the results from that
paper, we will only briefly summarize the key model elements here.
(1) At a given redshift, we begin with the observed galaxy MFs
and gas fraction distributions. This defines the empirical ‘background population’ on to which we will add assumptions for AGN
fuelling. Of course, other types of models such as semi-analytic
models and cosmological simulations attempt to predict these properties a priori, then further add assumptions about AGN fuelling
(see e.g. Di Matteo et al. 2008; Somerville et al. 2008; Fanidakis

1

It is important to note that even major galaxy mergers can and do leave
disc-dominated remnants under the right circumstances (when they are sufficiently gas rich and have favourable initial orbital parameters; see Springel
& Hernquist 2005; Robertson et al. 2006b; Hopkins et al. 2009d). However,
if major mergers were the dominant AGN fuelling mechanism, any plausible
distribution of orbital parameters (combined with the gas fractions estimated
observationally in these populations) would at least produce a significant
enhancement of bulge-dominated or ‘bulge-enhanced’ galaxies relative to
a control population at the same stellar mass (see Hopkins et al. 2009c).
This is not observed except at higher AGN luminosities, as we will discuss
further in the text.

et al. 2011, and references therein). But this adds considerable uncertainty. Since our focus here is on the AGN population alone, we
prefer the Paper II ‘semi-empirical’ model approach, which allows
us to isolate the assumptions relevant to the AGN population. The
actual MF data are compiled from a range of sources.2
(2) Using a simple abundance-matching halo-occupation model
(i.e. forcing the population to match observed number densities and
clustering; see Conroy, Wechsler & Kravtsov 2006), each observed
member of the galaxy population is assigned to a halo, from which
the merger rate can be calculated from fits to the cosmological halo–
halo merger rates. In other words, from a cosmological simulation,
all halo–halo mergers at a specific redshift of interest are identified.3
Each halo is then assigned a galaxy via abundance matching (and
a dynamical friction time is assigned between the halo–halo and
galaxy–galaxy merger). This leads to the galaxy–galaxy merger
rates. Extensive discussion and tests of this methodology are presented in Hopkins et al. (2010c); we simply note here that taking
the merger rate directly from observations gives a similar result, but
with large uncertainties (comparisons with observations and semianalytic models are in Stewart et al. 2009b, Jogee et al. 2009, and
Lotz et al. 2011).
(3) For each such ‘semi-empirically’ assigned merger, we then
attach an AGN fuelling model. Specifically, in a series of papers,
Hopkins et al. (2006a,b, 2007c,d) use a simple model for AGN
accretion rates and feedback to fit the resulting AGN light curves
in galaxy–galaxy merger simulations as a function of galaxy mass,
redshift, and gas fraction of the progenitors. Since we have this
information in our mock population, we can then simply assign
the corresponding fitted (bolometric) light curve (or equivalently,
probability of being seen at a given luminosity) to every merger.
The exact functional parametrization is given in Paper II; this
is compared to observations (from Yu, Lu & Kauffmann 2005;
Kauffmann & Heckman 2009) of the duty cycle distribution and alternative ‘synthesis models’ (from Merloni & Heinz 2008; Shankar
et al. 2009) in Hopkins & Hernquist (2009b). For our purposes here,
the important conclusion in that paper is that the results are all similar, so (within the relatively large uncertainties) it makes relatively
little difference which parametrization we adopt.

2

MF measurements are compiled from Bell et al. (2003), Arnouts et al.
(2007), Ilbert et al. (2010), Pérez-González et al. (2008), Fontana et al.
(2006), Marchesini et al. (2009), and Kajisawa et al. (2009). Where different
measurements overlap at the same redshift, we use the differences between
them (added with the appropriate quoted error bars) to define the empirical
uncertainty in the MF. The compilation is chosen such that there are always
at least two overlapping measurements at each redshift. We then interpolate
log-linearly between the median MF measurements at each redshift. We
combine these with measurements of the mean and scatter in gas fractions
as a function of stellar mass and redshift, from Bell & de Jong (2000),
McGaugh (2005), Calura et al. (2008), Shapley et al. (2005), Erb et al.
(2006), Puech et al. (2008), Mannucci et al. (2009), Cresci et al. (2009),
Forster Schreiber et al. (2009), and Erb (2008). For details, see Paper II.
3 The specific results here use the halo mergers from the Millennium simulation in Fakhouri & Ma (2008). However, in Hopkins et al. (2010c) we
compare this to a wide variety of other simulations with varied numerical
methods, cosmological parameters, and post-processing method for halo
and merger identification; we use this to define a ‘theoretical uncertainty’
in the halo merger rate. In the model here, this is added in quadrature to the
‘empirical uncertainty’ in the number density of galaxies, to define the total
uncertainty in the final merger rate. These uncertainties and comparison of
the predicted rates to observations are in Hopkins et al. (2010c).
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appear as discs)1 dominate the population even at luminosities an
order-of-magnitude larger than the ‘transition point’ predicted in
Fig. 1.
Clearly, there is something wrong with these models. However,
the Paper I model remains a good description of some observations
at z = 0, and captures many of the key processes from simulations
which appear to be robust even as resolution and the treatment of
AGN, star formation, feedback, and ISM physics have improved
(see the comparisons in Johansson et al. 2009; Debuhr et al. 2010;
Choi et al. 2012; Debuhr, Quataert & Ma 2012). We therefore, in
this paper, re-visit these models for AGN fuelling, but attempt to
incorporate them into a modern, and observationally constrained
‘population synthesis’ model. This allows us to use more accurate
assumptions and models for the evolution of the galaxy population
with redshift (including galaxy mass/LFs, merger rates, and gas
fraction distributions), to define the ‘background’ on which AGN
fuelling occurs. We also attempt to compile a range of observational
constraints of the AGN host galaxy population, spanning redshifts
z ≈ 0–2, to develop the most rigorous constraints to date and so
construct a better estimate of the integrated contribution of major
merger versus non-major merger mechanisms towards BH growth.
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We stress that we are not presenting any modifications or revisions to this model; we take the predicted ‘merger-induced’ AGN
LFs exactly as calculated in Paper II. Readers interested in how
variations within that model affect the results presented here should
see Paper II, appendix B.
2.2 Stochastic fuelling

(1) At a given redshift, we again begin with the observed galaxy
MFs and gas fraction distributions from Paper II, identical to the
first step in Section 2.1.
(2) With this information, we apply the model from Paper I for
the cumulative duty cycle of activity owing to non-major merger
fuelling mechanisms. This is the major model addition in this paper,
to the model presented in Paper II.
We begin by assigning a BH mass to every galaxy in the model,
at each redshift, according to the simple approximate observed
relation:
MBH ≈ 0.0014 (1 + z)0.5 fbulge M∗

(1)

with a lognormal intrinsic scatter of ≈0.3 dex in MBH . This is
a purely empirical estimate of a best fit to a range of observations (McLure & Dunlop 2004; Adelberger & Steidel 2005a; Peng
et al. 2006; Shields et al. 2006; Woo et al. 2006; Salviander et al.
2007; Treu et al. 2007; Bennert et al. 2010; for a recent review see
Kormendy & Ho 2013). We stress that the relation and scatter are
well-anchored at z = 0, but increasingly uncertain at high redshifts.
But theoretical models give similar redshift evolution, mostly owing to the more gas-rich, compact nature of high-redshift hosts (see
Hopkins et al. 2007c; Johansson et al. 2009; Choi et al. 2012). In
any case, the results of varying the assumed redshift evolution are
shown in Paper II (figs B1 and B2); since it appears in almost identical form in the merger model, it will shift the normalization of both
stochastic and merger-triggered AGNs in luminosity Lbol , but not
much alter their relative behaviour, which is most interesting here.
The scatter is observed, but has little effect – it is important for the
abundance of the most massive BHs (above the ‘break’ in the galaxy
MF, corresponding to luminosities well above the turnover in the
LF; see Paper II fig. B3), but we will show that the stochastic mode
is subdominant in this regime in any case (so assuming any scatter 1 dex makes little difference). Finally, fbulge is estimated from
our galaxy MFs, but is formally degenerate with the normalization
and redshift evolution of the relation; where (at high redshifts) it is
poorly determined we simply assume fbulge ≈ 0.3, since this appears
to give a good fit to observations of the relation between BH and
total stellar mass (see references above).
With BH masses assigned, we need to assign luminosities. Since
the triggering mode is ‘random’ (on cosmological time-scales), it
is sufficient to simply assign a duty cycle (probability of observing
a given luminosity). This is calculated for the stochastic mode in
Paper I, assuming a triggering rate determined by capture of cold gas
MNRAS 445, 823–834 (2014)

with α ≈ 0.003 and β ≈ 0.6 (see Yu, Lu & Kauffmann 2005;
Bonoli et al. 2009; Hickox et al. 2009; Kauffmann & Heckman
2009; Kelly, Vestergaard & Fan 2009; Trump et al. 2009; Shankar
et al. 2010, as well as Paper I). Here, the parameter α physically
represents the duty cycle at high accretion rates, given by the rate at
which a collection of Jeans-length sized clouds (on isotropic, virial
equilibrium orbits) in a galactic nucleus would intersect the BH
(then multiplied by the time required to accrete the captured mass,
2
σv, cloud (r Mcloud c2 /L)). The parameter β
i.e. α ∼ nclouds π Rcloud
represents the relative amount of time at each accretion rate – for
a simple power-law light curve this corresponds to L ∝ t−1/β , with
the value here representing the typical behaviour of this ‘decay’
in each accretion event in simulations. We truncate equation (2) at
L > LEdd (MBH ) ≈ 3.3 × 104 (L /M ) MBH . Note that in Hopkins
& Hernquist (2009b), this is compared to an extensive ensemble of
observational constraints and measurements of the Eddington ratio
distribution at z ≈ 0–1, and shown to agree well (especially for
moderate luminosity AGN), with relatively little allowed range in α
or β relative to the theoretically predicted values. Therefore, if we
simply adopted a best fit to the observed L/LEdd distribution at z = 0,
we would obtain a nearly identical prediction.4 This duty cycle is
simply convolved with the BH MF to obtain the stochastic-mode
LF.
We emphasize that the AGN-centric equations in step (2) were
developed in Paper I. What distinguishes our predictions here from
those therein is the model for the galaxy population. In Paper I,
some very simple assumptions – many of which appear to be inaccurate in light of observations in the last several years – were
made to extrapolate the model from z = 0. Implicitly, these would
(for the same AGN fuelling and feedback model) correspond to
a very different distribution of galaxy masses and gas fractions,
from that which we develop here. The most important differences
are as follows: (1) observations of high-redshift galaxies indicate
that they are more gas-rich than assumed in Paper I, with gas fractions approaching ∼50 per cent even in high-mass systems (see e.g.
Tacconi et al. 2010); (2) high-mass galaxies are also more abundant
at high redshift than was assumed in Paper I, indeed many cosmological simulations and semi-analytic models still underpredict
the number density of galaxies with stellar masses 1011 M at
z  2 (see Hayward et al. 2012). There was also no explicit model
for the merger-induced population in Paper I; here, we include that
developed in Paper II.
3 R E S U LT S
Fig. 2 plots the predicted AGN LFs from the models for both major
merger-induced and ‘stochastic’ (non-major merger) mechanisms,

4

For simplicity, in the plots in this paper we use exactly the formula given
in equation (2); in Paper I a more complicated convolution is presented, to
which this is a simplified fitting function. Repeating all of our calculations
with the more detailed formulation makes a completely negligible difference to the predictions. Also we should formally introduce a lower limit
to equation (2), which corresponds to the luminosity above which the duty
cycle integrates to unity. However, this occurs at such low luminosities that
it is irrelevant to any of our calculations.
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Paper I argued that AGN can and should also be triggered stochastically in non-merging systems via a variety of detailed mechanisms.
We therefore crudely assign all ‘non-major merger’ processes to
the ‘stochastic fuelling’ category. In Paper I, however, this is ‘synthesized’ into an estimate of the resulting LF using very crude
assumptions about the galaxy population and its redshift evolution.
The methodology described above for the merger-induced population provides a much more well-motivated ‘background’ on to
which we apply the models from Paper I.
The two basic steps are as follows.

in the nucleus and subsequent regulation of accretion via feedback.
It is shown there that this can be simply parametrized as


−β
fgas
L
dP
(2)
=α
d log L
0.1
LEdd (MBH )
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at several redshifts. As discussed in Section 2, the empirical uncertainties in the galaxy number density, gas fractions, and merger
rates at each redshift are added in quadrature to give the ‘total uncertainty’ in the model predictions (shaded range in the plots). This
should be thought of as the uncertainty owing not to differences in
the AGN fuelling models (which might be quite large), but owing
to unrelated uncertainties in the background galaxy population.
Of course, there are significant uncertainties in the AGN models
themselves. However – within the context of the models we use
here – these actually contribute surprisingly little to the ‘total’ prediction uncertainties. Consider the merger model: a major merger
converts an order-unity fraction of the galaxy stellar mass into a
bulge, and in any model we consider that the final BH must lie
near the appropriate MBH (Mbulge ) relation (at that redshift). Since
the fuelling time-scale is short (inflow rates are large), but we cap
accretion at the Eddington limit, the contribution to the LF from
a merger is dominated by the last Salpeter time near the Eddington limit for MBH (Mbulge ). Thus, if the Eddington limit applies, the
uncertainty in the ‘merger mode’ duty cycle is dominated by the
merger rate, and the uncertainty in the ‘merger mode’ characteristic luminosity by the background population (mass, bulge-to-disc,
and MBH (Mbulge ) distributions). For explicit demonstrations of this,

we refer to Hopkins et al. (2005, 2006a), Merloni & Heinz (2008),
Shankar et al. (2010), Bonoli et al. (2009), and Somerville (2009).
Of course we could, in principle, assume that post-merger systems
lie far off the relation for some reason, but we will not consider
such models here. For the ‘stochastic mode’, the assumed duty cycle (α in equation 2) simply enters linearly in the predicted AGN LF
normalization. Theoretically, it is highly uncertain, but empirically,
there is not much room for it to vary without violating the constraint that we must match the abundance of low-luminosity AGN.
Changing the prediction at high-L without violating this constraint
would require a qualitative change in the model, namely invoking a
duty cycle which increases substantially (by a factor of ∼100 over
the dynamic range plotted) in more massive, bulge-dominated, and
gas-poor galaxies – the opposite of what is seen in simulations and
numerical models of secular evolution. That is, not to say there are
no uncertainties, just that the uncertainties in the parameters of these
models do not have a large effect on our conclusions; we discuss
more radical alternative models below.
To avoid uncertainties owing to obscuration, we compare the
model predictions (which are really for the bolometric BH accretion rates and luminosities) with empirical estimates of the bolo-

MNRAS 445, 823–834 (2014)
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Figure 2. Bolometric AGN LFs as a function of redshift. We show the predicted LF of major merger-induced AGN from Paper II (red), and LF of non-major
merger ‘stochastically’ fuelled systems from Paper I (blue), with updated observational inputs (stellar MFs and gas fractions used to construct the model)
matching those from Paper II. Shaded ranges reflect the uncertainty from different stellar MF observations used in constructing the model. Black points show
the compilation of observational data used to derive bolometric AGN LFs in Hopkins et al. (2007a).
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5

This is based on a compilation of observations at wavelengths from the IR
through optical, soft and hard X-rays (see e.g. Ueda et al. 2003; Hunt et al.
2004; Barger et al. 2005; Hasinger, Miyaji & Schmidt 2005; La Franca et al.
2005; Richards et al. 2005; Brown et al. 2006; Richards et al. 2006; Siana
et al. 2008). An alternative but similar bolometric compilation is presented
in Shankar et al. (2009), and bolometric LFs from hard X-ray LFs with
appropriate corrections are in Aird et al. (2010), and Yencho et al. (2009);
the differences are generally smaller than the model uncertainties in Fig. 2.
Additional observations have been developed since these papers; however,
they generally overlap with the plotted points except at the highest redshifts
(z  5) where they extend the dynamic range significantly (see McGreer
et al. 2013). However, at these redshifts the newer data lie well within the
(very large) model uncertainties.
6 At z ∼ 1–3, the total LF at the very highest luminosities L
14
bol  10 L
does appear to fall short of the bolometric LF estimates. This is discussed in
Paper II (since the predictions are dominated by the merger-induced contribution at these luminosities). It is certainly worth considering that this owes
to a deficiency in the AGN fuelling/light-curve models. However, we caution
against reading too much into the discrepancy. These are extreme populations with number densities of just a few per cubic Gpc, and so systematic
uncertainties in e.g. the relevant bolometric corrections and contributions
from lensing are very large.

MNRAS 445, 823–834 (2014)

Figure 3. Predicted fraction of AGN in the stochastic mode, as a function
of luminosity and redshift, from the models in Fig. 2. The mean of the
model range is shown as the solid line with the ±1σ (dashed) and (±2σ )
range (dotted). Since the duty cycle of ‘stochastically’ fuelled systems is
dominated by gas-rich discs, and most major merger-triggered systems that
induce strong bulge and BH growth will appear as spheroids, we compare
the observed fraction of disc-dominated AGN host galaxies in different luminosity/redshift intervals. At low redshift, measured from the PG quasar
sample of Dunlop et al. (2003) and Floyd et al. (2004, circles). At intermediate redshift, measured in low-luminosity AGN in COSMOS in Gabor et al.
(2009) and Cisternas et al. (2011, triangle), and in true (type 2) quasars in
Zakamska et al. (2006, 2008), Zakamska et al. (2008), and Liu et al. (2009,
inverted triangle). At z ∼ 2, measured in CANDELS AGN host galaxies
in the low- and high-luminosity subsamples from Kocevski et al. (2012,
squares). Treister et al. (2012) independently considered a (partially overlapping) compilation which agrees well with ours (red diamonds in centre
show 1 − fm , where fm is the fraction of AGN they specifically identify as
merger induced).

merger mode being negligible at Seyfert luminosities but becoming
dominant at QSO luminosities 1012 L . There is some quantitative increase in prevalence of mergers at intermediate luminosities
at high redshifts, but the effect is small.
Very crudely, most ‘stochastically fuelling’ systems should be
disc dominated. To lowest order, this is simply a reflection of the
background galaxy population (which, at lower masses where the
fuelling mode is dominant, is mostly disc dominated). At second-
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metric (obscuration and wavelength-corrected) AGN LF presented
in Hopkins et al. (2007a).5
The sum of the stochastically fuelled AGN and merger-induced
AGN LFs agrees very well with the observed bolometric LF at most
redshifts. This is reassuring, and it also suggests that some large
additional fuelling mechanism or driver is not needed to explain the
observed demographics.6
Clearly, stochastically fuelled systems are predicted to dominate
at the lowest luminosities, while merger-induced populations dominate at the highest luminosity. The transition between them occurs
at a broadly similar luminosity ∼1012 L (the traditional Seyfert–
quasar divide) at all redshifts.
It is important to stress that we have not adjusted or ‘fine-tuned’
any parameters in the model here to reproduce the observations.
Moreover, the stochastic and merger-induced models are independent predictions, so it is encouraging that they appear to accurately
sum to reproduce the total LF. However, we should emphasize that
the model presented here is not unique, and a combination of many
observations is needed to fully break degeneracies in models. The
AGN LF alone is a relatively poor constraint on fuelling mechanisms: by allowing very different AGN light curves, or including
minor mergers (and assuming they produce a long duty cycle of
low-luminosity activity), it is possible to fit the low-luminosity LF
with only merger-induced fuelling (see the models in Hopkins et al.
2005, 2006b; Somerville 2009). On the other hand, by assuming
a much stronger ‘secular’ mode (in which traditional disc bar instabilities are assumed to channel 100 per cent of the galaxy gas
into the nucleus in a single burst – essentially mimicking a major
merger), Fanidakis et al. (2011) show they can plausibly reproduce
the high-luminosity LF. And at high redshifts and high-Lbol , we see
that the ‘allowed range’ owing to uncertainties in galaxy number
densities and merger rates is very large – this means that sufficient
degeneracies exist such that the bight, high-redshift LF has little
power to constrain fuelling models.
In Fig. 3, we use this result to estimate the distribution of host
population ‘type’ versus mass. Specifically, we plot, at each redshift, the fraction of the population at each Lbol that are predicted
to be fuelling in the ‘stochastic’ mode (as opposed to the majormerger mode). At all redshifts, we see a continuous increase in the
predicted merger-relic AGN population with luminosity, with the
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order, at fixed mass, in the model we adopt (Section 2) AGN activity
does require a gas supply, so fuelling is enhanced in gas-rich systems, which are overwhelmingly disc dominated (though of course
there will be some, albeit rarer, gas-rich spheroids). In contrast,
most major merger-fuelled systems should be bulge dominated,
since such mergers tend to build large bulges.7
We therefore compare the predicted ‘stochastically fuelled’ fraction of AGN with the fraction of disc-dominated AGN hosts, as
a function of luminosity and redshift. At low redshifts, we compare with the PG quasar sample of Dunlop et al. (2003) and Floyd
et al. (2004); we plot the fraction with best-fitting bulge-to-total
mass ratio B/T < 0.5 in bins of Lbol , estimated from the observed
nuclear V-band luminosities, with Poisson errors. At z ∼ 0.5–1,
we compare the low-luminosity sample from COSMOS studied in
Gabor et al. (2009) and Cisternas et al. (2011); we plot the ‘final’
quoted fraction of disc-dominated galaxies in the sample (with the
approximate ∼10 per cent systematic difference between classifiers
quoted therein) and 90 per cent range of Lbol estimated from the hard
X-ray luminosities. We also compare the sample of true quasars in
7

As noted in Section 1, we stress that a sizeable fraction of major mergers
will produce disc-dominated galaxies, especially at high-redshifts where the
discs are more gas rich (see e.g. Springel & Hernquist 2005; Robertson et al.
2006b; Hopkins et al. 2008b, 2009d, 2013; Governato et al. 2009). However,
disc survival in mergers is most efficient at low galaxy masses, where the
discs are actually gas dominated; the large BH masses where the mergerinduced mode is dominant imply bulge masses 1011 M . Moreover large
surviving discs generically require conditions (gas distributions and orbits)
that suppress strong inflows, the opposite of the regime we are interested in
here where strong bulge growth and AGN fuelling will result. As a result,
this can be critical for the abundance of discs at low masses (Somerville
et al. 2008; Hopkins et al. 2009c; Stewart et al. 2009a; Puech et al. 2012),
but is probably not the dominant process in the mergers that produce bright
quasar activity, of interest here.

Figure 5. Predicted clustering amplitude (linear bias) of AGN populations
from the model here. Top: mean bias as a function of redshift. We plot
the luminosity-density-weighted bias (integrated over the LF; solid), and
the mean bias at the ‘transition’ luminosity where the contribution from
stochastic and merger fuelling is equal (dotted). We compare to compiled
observations of quasar clustering from Hopkins et al. (2007b) and Shen
et al. (2013); see footnote 9. The two agree well, with bias similar to
∼1–4 × 1012 M haloes at each redshift. Bottom: mean bias as a function of luminosity, at fixed redshifts (specific values shown). We compare
observations in narrow luminosity intervals at approximately the same redshifts (denoted by the same colours), from Shen et al. (2013, circles), da
Angela et al. (2008, squares), Myers et al. (2007a, triangles), and Adelberger
& Steidel (2005b, stars). The clustering amplitude predicted is a very weak
function of luminosity at all redshifts, in agreement with the observations.
In particular, there is no feature or trend marking the ‘transition’ in Fig. 3.

Zakamska et al. (2006, 2008) and Liu et al. (2009) at z ∼ 0.3–0.7.
These are type-II (obscured) objects whose host morphologies can
be determined, of which 1/9 is a disc galaxy, and the remainder are
clearly spheroid-dominated and/or visible late-stage mergers. At z
∼ 2, we compare with the CANDELS sample from Kocevski et al.
(2012), again using the quoted distribution of visual classifications
for their low- and high-luminosity samples (Lbol estimated here
from the hard X-ray luminosities). Note that Treister et al. (2012)
consider a similar compilation (partially overlapping the sources we
have compiled here); the results from their compilation (using different data sets, bolometric corrections, and classification criteria)
agree extremely well with what we plot in Fig. 3 at each redshift.
This is only a very rough comparison, to see whether the predictions are at all reasonable given present observational constraints on
AGN host galaxy morphologies. Of course, as discussed in Trump
MNRAS 445, 823–834 (2014)
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Figure 4. Fractional contribution of ‘stochastic’ fuelling to the AGN luminosity density/integrated BH accretion as a function of redshift. We show
the total contribution (solid black), with the uncertainties (within the context
of the model) from Fig. 3 (dotted black); we also compare the contribution
to BH growth in different intervals in BH mass at each redshift (coloured,
as labelled). The model here is the best fit to both the bolometric LF and
the observed disc/spheroid fractions at each L, z. The best-fitting model
predicts ∼30 per cent of the luminosity density from non-major merger
fuelling modes (increasing at the lowest redshifts). The non-merger modes
completely dominate at low BH masses 107 M , while merger modes
dominate at high BH masses 107 M .
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4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Overview
This paper presents a simple ‘semi-empirical’ population synthesis
model for AGN fuelling that distinguishes between major mergertriggered and non-major merger-triggered (‘stochastic’) activity. We
show that this can plausibly account for the bolometric AGN LF
from z = 0 to 6 and Lbol ∼ 1010 to 1014 L , observations of the distribution of AGN host morphologies, and observed AGN clustering
amplitudes as a function of redshift and luminosity.
Our model builds on the ‘semi-empirical’ model approach from
Paper II, which means that the ‘background’ galaxy population
properties are taken from observations. The theoretical ‘layer’ added
on top of this is the AGN fuelling/feedback model. The non-major
merger model is taken from Paper I; this model attempts to calculate the probability that cold, dense gas reaches an AGN and
can be accreted, based on known empirical properties of galaxies
(their distribution of gas fractions and the spatial distribution of
that gas). The advantage of this model is that it makes no specific assumption about how this gas ‘gets into’ the galaxy centre in
the first place – it can be contributed or torqued by minor mergers, disc instabilities (bars, spiral arms, massive clumps), directly
fuelled by ‘cold flows’ or accretion streams, or simply random
turbulent cloud–cloud scattering. Since these all contribute in a
statistical sense to the distribution of gas fractions and dispersions,
they are all accounted for implicitly. The merger model is taken from
Paper II, using empirically constrained merger rates convolved with
a library of results from galaxy–galaxy merger simulations with
simple prescriptions for BH growth and feedback.
We reach similar conclusions to those recently reached by Draper
& Ballantyne (2012), using an independent BH population synthesis approach with very different methods used to model the
merger and non-merger triggering rates. In short, the models predict that ‘stochastic’ fuelling, with no specific preference for largescale ‘triggering phenomena’ in discy, secularly evolving systems
should dominate the population at Seyfert and lower luminosities,
while mergers dominate fuelling of bright quasars. As argued in
Bellovary et al. (2013), this means that no new ‘direct’ large-scale
fuelling mechanisms (such as cold flows somehow penetrating directly to the BH) need to exist at high redshift – and in fact, there
is little room for such mechanisms in this model. And recent observations in e.g. Treister et al. (2012, and references therein) may
have begun to map this transition – the authors there see a strikingly
similar trend with luminosity to that predicted here, with only a
weak secondary dependence on redshift.

4.2 The role of stochastic fuelling as a function
of mass/luminosity
8

For the clustering calculation, we adopt the WMAP5 cosmological parameters. However, within reasonable uncertainties this only has a small
systematic effect on the normalization of the bias in Fig. 5.
9 Hopkins et al. (2007b) compile the observations from Croom et al. (2005),
Adelberger & Steidel (2005b), Myers et al. (2006), Myers et al. (2007a),
Porciani & Norberg (2006), and da Angela et al. (2008). Shen et al. (2013)
compile the results from Shen et al. (2009), Hickox et al. (2009), Cappelluti
et al. (2010), Hickox et al. (2011), White et al. (2012), and Krumpe et al.
(2012). The measurements of clustering amplitude as a function of luminosity at fixed redshift are compiled from Shen et al. (2013, circles at z ≈ 0.5),
da Angela et al. (2008, squares at z ≈ 0.5, 1.5, 2.0), Myers et al. (2007a,
triangles at z ≈ 0.5, 1.5, 2.0), and Adelberger & Steidel (2005b, stars at
z ≈ 2.0).
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Quantitatively, if we integrate the models here, we estimate that
non-major merger AGN contribute about ∼30 per cent of the total AGN luminosity density and BH mass density of the Universe. This agrees well with some recent observational estimates
(Georgakakis et al. 2009; Koss et al. 2010). But the predicted contribution of mergers is strongly BH mass and luminosity dependent.
Predicted low-mass BH growth is strongly dominated by non-major
merger mechanisms, with nearly all the BH mass at <106 M and
most of the BH mass at <107 M (at all redshifts) accreted in the
‘stochastic’ mode. But above MBH  107 M , most of the mass is
accreted in the merger-induced mode. As argued in Section 1, this
seems physically reasonable. Growing a BH significantly above
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(2011), considerable care is needed regarding the different selection in these samples. We have attempted to match in luminosity and
redshift, but other aspects (colour, AGN selection criteria, morphological classification method, imaging wavelength) must be investigated in more detail in future work before any rigorous, quantitative
‘best fit’ to these observations can be presented.
Fig. 4 plots the fractional contribution from the ‘stochastic’ mode
(predicted from the model), integrated over the LF, to BH growth
in different mass intervals and different redshifts.
In Fig. 5, we use the models to predict the clustering amplitude
of AGN populations as a function of redshift and luminosity. Recall
that, in the model, every mock AGN has a known host galaxy stellar
mass and (via abundance matching) assigned host halo mass. We can
then simply adopt the expression for the clustering amplitude (bias)
as a function of halo mass and redshift from Sheth, Mo & Tormen
(2001), and use this to calculate the mean bias of the population
in bins of AGN luminosity and redshift.8 We show the mean bias
as a function of redshift, for AGN in different luminosity intervals,
and the bias as a function of luminosity at specific redshifts. We
compare this to the compilation of observations in Hopkins et al.
(2007b) and Shen et al. (2013).9
The agreement with observations is good. Unfortunately, it appears that clustering is not a strong constraint on models of AGN
fuelling mechanisms. For example, the trend of bias with redshift,
either for AGN near the ‘knee’ in the LF or weighted across the
LF, is similar in models which assume only merger fuelling (Lidz
et al. 2006; Hopkins et al. 2007b), only secular (non-merger) fuelling (Fanidakis et al. 2011, Croton et al., in preparation), or which
make no statement about fuelling but only assume a random duty
cycle independent of galaxy properties (Croton 2009; Conroy &
White 2013). And we see here that the predicted ‘transition’ between the stochastic mode and merger mode does not imprint any
characteristic feature in the clustering as a function of luminosity
(at a given redshift).
Finally, we should note (as discussed in Paper II) that since the
synthesis model here essentially assumes the BH–host correlations
observed in order to ‘populate’ systems (and the simulations to
which the AGN light curves are calibrated fall closely on these relations; Di Matteo et al. 2005; Hopkins et al. 2007c), it is automatically
implicit that they also reproduce the local BH MF. An explicit calculation and comparison with the MF estimated in Marconi et al.
(2004) or Shankar et al. (2009) confirms this. This is also implicit
since the extended ‘continuity equation’ version of the Soltan 1982
argument (see Yu & Tremaine 2002; Yu & Lu 2004; Merloni &
Heinz 2008) shows consistency between the quasar LF and BH MF.
Therefore, this also has little power to constrain fuelling models.

AGN in disc host galaxies
∼108 M requires inflows that can channel a large fraction of an
entire galaxy gas supply to 10 pc in a Salpeter time – essentially
a single galaxy dynamical time! Galaxy interactions represent one
of the only well-established and sufficiently violent mechanisms to
accomplish this.
4.3 How does this relate to star formation?

10

This is the dominant effect driving evolution in the Paper II models for
the IR LFs of star-forming galaxies, which appear to accurately describe the
evolution in LSF .

is primarily via the transformation of pre-existing stars from a disc
to a bulge via violent relaxation. A wide variety of independent observations (including e.g. stellar age and metallicity distributions,
kinematics, phase-space density profiles, gas density, and star formation properties in ongoing mergers, and more) indicate that only
a small fraction (∼10 per cent in an ∼L∗ spheroid) of the final
stellar mass is actually formed in a nuclear starburst ‘driven by’
the merger (for a rigorous discussion, see Hernquist, Spergel &
Heyl 1993; Hopkins & Hernquist 2010). However, these inflows
can dominate the formation of stars at extremely high densities in
galaxy nuclei (much larger than the densities at the centre of discs).
And since it is nuclear inflows that ultimately matter for BH growth,
these same inflows may dominate the growth of the BH population.
Empirically, if it is true that BH mass is correlated with bulge mass
(at the masses 107 that contain most of the mass density), then it
follows that most of the BH mass growth follows the mechanisms
that build up most bulge mass (not necessarily the mechanisms that
initially form those stars, if they are in discs). And most bulge mass
is in classical (presumably merger-built) bulges. Though a subtle
distinction, there is evidence that BH growth in luminous AGN is not
strictly contemporaneous with most of the star formation, though
they follow the same mean trends in a sufficiently time-averaged
sense (as they must, for any linear BH-host mass relation); the sense
is such that BH growth is biased towards more spheroid dominated,
and at high luminosities more obviously merging systems (see e.g.
Zheng et al. 2009; Kartaltepe et al. 2010; Santini et al. 2012). In other
words, this would say that most of the star formation is in low-mass,
relatively low-luminosity galaxies, whereas most of the BH mass
is in high-mass, bulge-dominated galaxies. However, it remains a
critical, ultimately empirical question, to test whether BHs really do
correlate with bulge (and not disc) properties, especially at higher
redshifts (for a recent review, see Kormendy & Ho 2013).
4.4 Observational predictions
We have compared some of the lowest order predictions of this
model to observations, and reach a couple of important conclusions. First, the LF itself, and the clustering (or environments) of
AGN are not sensitive probes of the AGN fuelling mechanism (see
also Bonoli et al. 2009). Even when our model predicts a sharp
transition in the fuelling mode as a function of luminosity, no signature appears in these data. But we do predict a strong trend of
the ‘post-merger’ (bulge-like) versus disc population of AGN hosts
as a function of luminosity, as discussed above. This is primarily
a function of luminosity, and only weakly depends on redshift. At
the moment, the statistical evidence for this is tantalizing, but not
strong – larger samples of systems with reliable morphological classifications, especially at high luminosities and redshifts, would be
tremendously useful.
If this trend of bulge versus disc-like AGN host morphologies
is, in fact, due to the role of merger-induced fuelling as we have
proposed, there should be a number of corollaries. The next step
would be to examine the bulge-dominated hosts and look for evidence that they are not simply uniformly subsampling the ‘normal’
bulge-dominated galaxy population. Indeed, there are already a
number of additional, indirect observational suggestions that there
is a transition from essentially random fuelling of AGN at Seyfert luminosities to merger-induced fuelling in true quasars; some of these
are summarized in Hopkins & Hernquist (2009a). This includes the
fact that quasars exhibit excessive small-scale (subhalo-scale) clustering while Seyferts do not (Serber et al. 2006; Myers et al. 2007b;
Hennawi et al. 2009; Shen et al. 2010); future observations
MNRAS 445, 823–834 (2014)
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This may mirror a predicted and increasingly observationally wellestablished distinction in what powers galactic star formation. At
low star formation rates, ‘quiescent’ star formation (steady consumption of gas in discs) dominates, but the highest star formation
rate systems are essentially all major mergers. At low redshifts,
this has been well known for ∼20 yr (with the transition occurring at IR luminosities of ULIRGs, see e.g. Joseph & Wright 1985;
Sanders & Mirabel 1996). Models predict that the same should
be true at high redshifts, but with a higher ‘transition’ luminosity since all systems – mergers and quiescent galaxies – shift up
to higher star formation rates at higher redshifts as all galaxies
become more gas rich (see e.g. Paper II, and references therein).
Observations have now progressively mapped this transition from
z ∼ 0 to 2 (see e.g. Dasyra et al. 2008; Melbourne et al. 2008; Tacconi et al. 2008; Casey et al. 2009; Younger et al. 2009b; Zamojski
et al. 2011; Kartaltepe et al. 2012; Sargent et al. 2012).
However, there are two critical differences between the starforming and AGN populations. First, the ‘transition luminosity’
LSF for star-forming populations (between ‘quiescent’ star formation and merger-induced bursts) increases rapidly with redshift, rising from ∼1011.5 L at z = 0 to ∼1013 L at z > 2 (see references
above). The predicted evolution in the AGN transition luminosity
Lbol is much weaker (nearly constant at 1012 L , in the model here).
The rapid evolution in LSF is widely attributed to the fact that, as
gas fractions systematically increase at high redshift (itself owing
to more rapid cosmological gas inflow rates), the associated star
formation rates rise superlinearly according to the (Kennicutt 1998)
relation.10 However, in most models, the maximum AGN Lbol is
fundamentally limited by the BH mass (via the Eddington limit),
not the galactic gas supply. Increasing gas fractions at high redshifts
therefore tends to increase the AGN duty cycle in most models, but
has relatively little effect on the characteristic luminosities of AGN
(see e.g. Hopkins et al. 2007c; Johansson et al. 2009). Since the
mass at the ‘break’ in the galaxy stellar MF (hence implied BH
masses, if the BH-host correlations still apply) does not evolve very
strongly from z ∼ 0 to 2, this implies that the AGN ‘transition’ Lbol
should be more constant than the star formation transition LSF .
Secondly, it is increasingly clear in both models and observations that the integrated total of star formation in the Universe is
dominated by the ‘quiescent’ mode. However, the integrated BH
growth (at least in the model here) is dominated by the mergerinduced mode. In the model, this is closely related to the origin of
galactic bulges. Most of the total stellar mass in bulges is in ‘classical’ bulges, which a wide range of observational and theoretical
constraints indicate formed in violent mergers (see references in
Section 4.2 above; for reviews, see Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004;
Balcells, Graham & Peletier 2007; Fisher & Drory 2008; Gadotti
2009; Hopkins & Hernquist 2009a; Kormendy & Bender 2012).
However, even if most of the bulge is formed in such an event, it
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instead all pseudo-bulges, a new form of fuelling beyond what we
model here may be required.
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should confirm that this difference appears even considering bulgedominated galaxies. Quasar duty cycles rise more sharply with
redshift (in agreement with observed merger rates), as opposed
to Seyfert duty cycles which increase more slowly more or less in
agreement with galaxy gas fraction evolution (see the compilation in
Hopkins & Hernquist 2009a and discussion in Draper & Ballantyne
2012); this is qualitatively opposite the trend in galaxy bulge-to-disc
ratios (galaxies become less bulge dominated, even at fixed mass,
at high redshift) – it is therefore very difficult to predict a trend
purely from secular or stochastic fuelling in which the ratio of discto-bulge dominance is nearly redshift independent (as we predict
here). We also expect a much larger prevalence of ‘post-starburst’
(or recently star-forming, K+A or E+A type) populations in true
quasars compared specifically to normal bulges (not discs) of the
same mass, as many observations have suggested (Brotherton et al.
1999; Kewley et al. 2006; Vanden Berk et al. 2006; Nandra et al.
2007; Shi et al. 2007; Higdon et al. 2008; Lutz et al. 2008; Silverman et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2008; Glikman et al. 2012; Cales et al.
2013).
The most naively obvious prediction to search for in the observations of these systems is evidence of tidal interactions, double
nuclei, and other morphological merger signatures; in future work,
we will make specific predictions for the prevalence of these signatures from the simulations used to inform the models here. However,
as we cautioned in Section 1, most models predict the quasars appear in the late stages of the merger (or even a few hundred million
years after the coalescence of the galactic nuclei), since it takes
many dynamical times for material to make its way to the centre
of the galaxy. And indeed, recent observations of local mergers in
different stages have confirmed that the incidence of AGN is highly
biased towards the post-merger phases (during which almost all
commonly used morphological classifiers at high redshift would
identify the galaxies as ‘normal’; see e.g. Satyapal et al. 2014, and
references therein). This is because the time-scale for tidal features,
asymmetries, and other features to relax out to beyond the galaxy
effective radius is relatively short; thus even most quasars triggered
by major mergers are predicted to only have incredibly faint tidal
features. For example, there are number of known nearby systems
which are <0.5 Gyr post-merger and have tidal features of surface
brightness μ  28–30 mag arcsec−2 at z = 0 (see Schweizer 1998;
Schweizer & Seitzer 2007); Bennert et al. (2008) and Canalizo
& Stockton (2013) have identified a number of analogous cases
among the nearest quasars (and indeed all of these cases were initially misclassified based on early Hubble Space Telescope images
as ‘relaxed’ bulges). So it is almost impossible, unfortunately, for
present morphological observations of bulges at z > 0 to rule out
late-stage or post-merger fuelling.
On the other hand, a particularly compelling corollary of our
model is the fact that, below the minimum BH mass required (by
the Eddington limit) to power a quasar (∼3 × 107 M ), most BH
host bulges are ‘pseudo-bulges’, generally believed to form via
secular processes (or minor mergers); above this mass, essentially
all the bulges are ‘classical’, and so formed (at least initially) in
(major) mergers (see e.g. Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004; Fisher 2006;
Balcells et al. 2007; Fisher & Drory 2008; Gadotti 2009; Hopkins
& Hernquist 2009a; Kormendy & Bender 2012). Verifying that
this holds for the AGN hosts themselves (rather than simply for
their ‘relics’ at z = 0, would represent a direct and very powerful
confirmation of the models. Thus far, this has only been confirmed
for the very most local of samples, the PG quasars (see Dunlop et al.
2003; Floyd et al. 2004). If bright quasar hosts at high redshift were
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